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Aliro’s cutting-edge IP access control system has just got smarter.  

We’re pleased to announce updated and superior capabilities,  

designed to help users and installers.  

We’ve built in refinements to meet and exceed the latest needs of Aliro 

customers. There’s more flexibility and customisation than ever, with the  

same easy management and control.

 Customisable light frame colour and sequence  

 for different events

 Visitor access keypad codes valid for a fixed period of time

 Four new languages – Russian, Czech, Greek and Polish

 Registrations and roll call reporting to support  

 emergency evacuation procedures

 Special pin code requirement for cardholders 

 New user and card registration by USB reader in the location

 Updated event text filters for clearer user and  

 administrator information

Customisable light  
frame colour and  
sequence for  
different events.
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New functions: in detail
Discover how the update enhances Aliro’s superior performance, simple 

installation, cost effectiveness, ease of management and flexibility for 

organisations and buildings of all sizes. 

There’s never been a better time to recommend and install Aliro.

 Customisable light frame colour and sequence for events 

 Make it easy for users and administrators to visually identify  

 different types of events including access granted or denied.

 Group access codes 

 Issue a temporary keypad code to building visitors. Administrators can  

 set this to expire after a fixed period, depending on the length of visit.

 Four new languages 

 Aliro now supports Russian, Polish, Greek and Czech, along with the  

 original 11 European languages.

 Registrations and roll call reporting to support  

 emergency evacuation procedures 

 In the event of an emergency evacuation, system administrators can  

 instantly produce a system report, showing the people who were logged  

 entering the building and where they are located. Fire wardens can  

 quickly identify and seek anyone shown that has not registered at a  

 muster point using the Aliro mobile app notifications.

 Card or pin code access 

  Today’s companies require system flexibility. Aliro can cater for this with 

enhanced user interaction with the introduction of personal codes that 

allow card holders to access areas secured with keypads without the 

need for a card.

  New user and card registration by USB reader locally 

Adding new employees and registering new cards is quick and easy with 

the new USB reader. Reception or security staff can create and issue them 

securely on-site and gain authorisation online.

  Updated Event Text Filters for clearer information 

Five separate filters – AP, User, Door, Area, General – allow immediate  

and precise identification of what is taking place at any access point  

in the system.
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Refined to meet and exceed requirements,  
Aliro just got easier and smarter.


